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DBS Bank awarded The Best Retail Bank in Singapore and The Best 
Frictionless Mobile Initiative, Application or Programme for 2018

 DBS Bank has continued its display of profitability and dominance in the retail 
banking sector

 The bank utilises technology to create a comprehensive ecosystem to enable 
seamless online onboarding and transacting experiences for its customers

 The bank strives to meet its digital agenda by introducing transformative mobile
initiatives 

Kuala  Lumpur,  Malaysia,  March 22nd 2018—  DBS Bank  was awarded  The Best  Retail
Bank  in  Singapore  and  The  Best  Frictionless  Mobile  Initiative,  Application  or
Programme for 2018  at The Asian Banker’s International Excellence in Retail  Financial
Services 2018 Awards ceremony, held in conjunction with The Asian Banker Digital Finance
Convention at the Westin Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia.

DBS Bank has continued its display of profitability and dominance in the retail banking
sector

With DBS Bank amassing more than half of the retail deposits market share in the country,
the bank has displayed relatively better  rate  of return on equity and operating margin as
compared to its rivals in the industry. Due to its digitisation in its processes, the banks cost-
to-income ratio increased in 2017—but was much smaller in comparison to its peers. 

The bank utilises technology to create a comprehensive ecosystemto enable seamless
online onboarding and transacting experiences for its customers

DBS  Bank  has  created  a  comprehensive  ecosystem  strategy  and  are  putting  together
platforms such as “FasTrack” and “Smart Buddy” as some of the first parts in its strategy.
DBS FasTrack is an embedded seamless mobile solution that aims to enhance the experience
for both sets of DBS Bank’s customers. Meanwhile, POSB Smart Buddy is the world’s first
in-school wearable tech savings and payments programme, revolutionising how money is
handled by digitizing the end to end journey.

The  bank  strives  to  meet  its  digital  agenda  by  introducing  transformative  mobile
initiatives

To support the national agenda on Smart Nation, the bank has also worked with schools to
introduce digital payments and in-calculate savings habits through the POSB Smart Buddy
program to its  mobile application.  Since its launch in August 2017, the bank has already
issued 12,000 watches, while the number of participating schools have doubled from 19 to 33
schools in the country.
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About 200 senior executives from award-winning retail financial services institutions from 
about 25 countries across the Asia Pacific, the Middle East and Africa attended The Asian 
Banker Digital Finance Convention, which recognises financial institutions’ efforts in 
bringing superior products and services to their customers. The awards programme, 
administered by The Asian Banker and refereed by prominent global bankers, consultants, 
and academics, is the most prestigious of its kind.

A stringent evaluation process across three months based on a balanced and transparent 
scorecard determines the winners of The Asian Banker International Excellence in Retail 
Financial Services Awards, and the positions of various retail banks in the region. 

About The Asian Banker 
The Asian Banker is the region’s most authoritative provider of strategic business intelligence
to the financial services community. The company is headquartered in Singapore, with offices
in Manila, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Beijing, and Dubai, as well as representatives in London, 
New York, and San Francisco. It has a business model that revolves around three core 
business lines: publications, research services, and forums. 
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